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Waiting game

You can expect a high degree of market angst over the next four weeks as investors wait for the next

piece of the euro-mess puzzle to fall into place. In my note today, I explain what I expect to unfold in

the coming month.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, JP Goldman takes you through the pros and cons of investing in

managed funds and how you can build your own balanced fund using exchange-traded funds (ETFs) at

a much lower cost. Plus, our weekly broker wrap highlights six stocks that brokers have upgraded to

buy in the past week, despite the euro-mess, and Vas Kolesnikoff explains why changes to small-cap

listing requirements will sideline retail investors if left unchanged. Here's hoping our portfolios don't

take such a big lashing this week.

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Will take four weeks to sort out this mess

by Peter Switzer

No one likes to see our hard fought gains on the stock

market wiped out and as of last Friday we were 10

points below where the S&P/ASX200 index started

the year. So the question is, how do we play the next

four weeks?

Why four weeks? Well, that will take us to Sunday 17

June, which is when the Greeks have another crack at

electing themselves a government. Over that time, the

European Union and every other heavy hitting

country will be trying to sort out this eurozone mess.

The situation

It’s good that the G8 met this weekend because it

maximizes the time for the leaders of the world’s top

eight economies to recognise their financial market

interdependence and that collective action is needed

to deal with Greece effectively, whether it stays with

or exits Europe’s Monetary Union.

It’s good that 80% of Greeks want the euro, but it is

bad that nearly the same 80% don’t want austerity, or

at least the Germanic kind that has been dished out

by Angela Merkel. If a new and improved kind of

austerity that has more scope to encourage economic

growth and job creation was put forward by EU

officialdom over the next four weeks, then maybe the

Greeks would elect a more workable coalition

government.

Game plan

So, how do we play it? If you are desperate for

income, well you are either top-heavy in term

deposits, bonds or good income-yielding stocks. Your

income shouldn’t be threatened unless this

euro-drama turns into GFC Mk II and even then the

threat would be of a lower order.

If you are investing for growth, then you should think

back to August and September of last year, which

looked like a rerun of Armageddon, but was in fact a

great buying opportunity. And a few weeks back was a

good selling opportunity, which many might recall

was when I suggested a sell-off was on the cards. For

long-term players, we are in a ‘buying the dips’

situation and so you could get a bargain over the next

four weeks. We have a dollar-cost-averaging situation

where you can drive down the average cost of holding

a stock you want to hang onto for the long term. A

mate who bought Rio Tinto (RIO) at $110 has now

brought his average cost per share down to $60,

which is a good price for this stock when you look

ahead a couple of years.

It could also be a good time to dump dog stocks for

really good ones that will pay dividends and that will

benefit from the eventual sorting out of the euro-debt

disaster.

Greece leaving the eurozone is easier said than done;

it would hurt stock prices, devastate the Greek

economy and force the EU to embrace a US-style

Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) to protect the

banks. I don’t want to think about that, so I’m hoping

the Greeks grow up and the EU gets softer on

austerity and gets ready to help Italy and Spain beat

this debt monster. The big threat comes from high

interest rates for these two economies and that’s why

a Bernanke-style solution has to be embraced.

Yep, its four weeks of fear and loathing ahead for us!

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice.

Anyone should, before acting, consider the

appropriateness of the information in regards to

their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if

necessary, seek professional advice.
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How to create a balanced fund with ETFs

by JP Goldman

With the recent release of fixed income

exchange-traded funds (ETFs), Australian investors

now have all the major pieces they need to create

their own cheap and transparent balanced investment

funds from products listed on the Australian stock

exchange.

The traditional balanced fund has a mix of cash,

bonds, listed property and domestic and international

equities. Investors or their financial advisors then

allocate funds to each of these asset classes according

to expected returns, volatility, and the risk and return

preferences of the investor. Although opinions differ,

most typical ‘medium-risk’ balanced funds have about

a 60% allocation to listed property and equities, and a

40% allocation to cash and bonds.

One hypothetical balanced fund portfolio

construction is provided below.

Managed funds vs. ETFs

It’s been typical for financial planners to construct

such balanced portfolios from a range of either

indexed or actively managed unlisted managed funds.

And some fund managers provide balanced funds as a

stand-alone product.

The question before us, however, is how can we

construct such a balanced fund using the ETFs now

available on the ASX? And how expensive would such

a portfolio be to maintain?

Here’s an example of what’s possible using a range of

ETFs that have relatively low management expense

ratios (MERs) for their asset class – which are

typically provided by Vanguard. Replicating the above

balanced fund using ETFs would result in an annual

management fee of only 0.17%!

This portfolio would be marginally cheaper moreover,

if the high interest cash ETF (AAA) were simply

replaced with a term deposit.

 A possible balanced fund using ETFs

Performance

Of course, using ETFs only guarantees returns in line

with the benchmark performance of each asset class.

In some cases, investors may wish to replace an ETF

with an actively managed fund where they believe the

investment manager has a good chance of

outperforming the benchmark.

Investors may also wish to add further diversification

and return opportunities by venturing into alternative

assets, like commodities. In that regard, investors

should note that there is a range of commodity ETFs

also available. One popular choice is gold, with a gold

ETF available that is either hedged against the

Australian dollar’s movements (ASX code: QAU) or

unhedged (ASX: GOLD).
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This then begs the question of which asset classes are

best suited to using ETFs, and which might warrant

use of an active manager? Standard & Poor’s has been

asking this question for years, with a regular survey

detailing the per cent of actively managed funds that

beat their benchmark within each asset class. The

latest results are detailed below.

Percentage of managed funds beaten by the

index

As should be clear, the evidence is not highly

supportive of active management in most major asset

classes – with, say, the exception of small-cap funds.

In the fixed-income areas, for example, 80% of

actively managed Australian funds were beaten by the

benchmark over the past five years. For local and

international large-cap equity funds, the results are

not much better, with only around 30% of funds

beating their benchmark.

ETFs don’t promise to beat their investment

benchmark – but they can promise to at least match

benchmark returns (something most fund managers

can’t do) and at a fraction of the price. Our ETF-based

balanced investment fund, for example, would cost

investors an annual management fee of less than one

fifth of a percentage point.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice.

Anyone should, before acting, consider the

appropriateness of the information in regards to

their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if

necessary, seek professional advice.
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The broker wrap: six buys vs. three sells

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

Changes to stockbroker recommendations in

the past week

Europe held the bulk of brokers’ attention last week,

with the implications for currency rates and their flow

through to the Australian marketplace being

pondered. The mining sector featured prominently, as

always, while Goldman Sachs turned a little more

optimistic on Media.

As far as stockbroker ratings for individual companies

are concerned, the past week saw downgrades from

the eight brokers in the FNArena database, again

outweighing upgrades to the tune of 14 to eight. Total

Buy ratings now stand at 49.16%.

Upgrades

Among the positive ratings changes was RBS

Australia shifting to a Buy on Campbell Brothers

(CPB) on the view there is now a buying opportunity

in the stock given recent macro-driven selling across

the market. Supporting the upgrade is RBS’s

expectation the upcoming full-year result will include

some positive commentary from management.

Gloucester Coal (GCL) has been upgraded by

Macquarie to Neutral on valuation following changes

to the broker’s forex and commodity price

assumptions. Similarly, Macquarie has been busy

changing ratings elsewhere among resource plays,

with Paladin (PDN), Western Areas (WSA) and 

Whitehaven Coal (WHC) also upgraded post the

review. Paladin has been lifted to Neutral, while both

Western Areas and Whitehaven have been upgraded

to Buy.

Macquarie also made a change among industrial

stocks by upgrading Woolworths (WOW) to Buy

due to the potential upside now the company is

putting together a solid strategy to deal with

increased competition from the Wesfarmers

(WES) owned Coles. Along with the upgrade,

Macquarie lifted its price target for Woolworths.

For JP Morgan, GPT (GPT) is now worthy of a Buy

rating following relative underperformance against

the REIT sector of late and given the potential from

the unlisted wholesale funds market.

Primary Health Care (PRY) is well placed to

enjoy some margin recovery given improved market

dynamics in the view of BA Merrill Lynch, and with

the stock offering value at current levels, the broker
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has upgraded it to a Buy.

Downgrades

On the downgrades side, Toll Holdings (TOL)

caught most of the attention with both UBS and

Deutsche Bank lowering ratings to Hold following

updated profit guidance from the company. Tough

market conditions mean greater earnings volatility

and UBS in particular doesn’t see this as likely to

attract investors at present.

A below expectations quarterly results from Alacer

Gold (AQG) saw BA-ML lower earnings estimates

and cut its price target, while the broker also

downgraded it to Neutral given some uncertainty with

respect to future capital allocation decisions.

Valuation was behind Macquarie’s downgrades of 

Cabcharge (CAB) and Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL)

to Neutral, while earnings estimates for the latter

were trimmed post a trading update.

Macquarie also downgraded Charter Hall Retail

(CQR) to Sell from Buy on a similar valuation basis

as the stock is now trading above the broker’s price

target, while Dexus (DXS) was another property

play to be downgraded by the broker on valuation

grounds following recent gains. Macquarie has moved

to a Neutral rating on Dexus.

Recent share price moves were also behind UBS’s

decision to downgrade Hastings Diversified

(HDF) to Neutral, while Credit Suisse has made the

same change for Industrea (IDL) as the share price

has responded to a proposed takeover offer from GE

of the US.

A lack of earnings certainty with respect to Pacific

Brands (PBG) has prompted Credit Suisse to

downgrade the stock to Hold, a change reinforced by

management cutting off potential M&A talks.

Sonic Health Care (SHL) has acquired some

additional pathology assets and the deal itself is a

positive in the view of Credit Suisse, but again

valuation has driven a downgrade to Neutral. It is a

similar story with SP Ausnet (SPN), Credit Suisse

happy enough with the recent full-year earnings

result and capital raising but downgrading it to reflect

recent share price gains.

Given Incitec Pivot (IPL) is more exposed to soft

explosives demand at present and following a

somewhat lower quality profit result, JP Morgan has

downgraded it to a Sell, while others to cover the

stock have generally trimmed earnings forecasts and

price targets.

Changes to earnings forecasts (EF) in cents

per share

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice.

Anyone should, before acting, consider the

appropriateness of the information in regards to

their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if

necessary, seek professional advice.
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SMSFs sidelined in new small-cap listing rules

by Vas Kolesnikoff

You may have heard about the proposed new

Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) listing rules for mid

to small-cap companies, allowing them improved

access to equity capital. The initiative is a step in the

right direction for the small-cap sector, but there are

some concerning details in the fine print that could

hurt shareholders if left unchanged.

The small-cap sector of the traded market represents

nearly one-third of the overall market capitalisation

and covers the highly active small mining and

exploration segment, as well as some bioscience, life

sciences, and other high technology growth

businesses.

The ASX has lodged its proposed draft listing rules

with the Australian Securities and Investments

Commission (ASIC) as part of the regulatory

clearance process, and final approval will be made by

the Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasurer, Bernie

Ripoll. The Australian Shareholders’ Association

(ASA) has submitted its response to the ASX, which is

on our website, and we’re presently engaging with

ASIC and the government to represent shareholders’

interests.

Potential adverse consequences

Self-managed super fund (SMSF) trustees may think

that the ASX is doing a good thing for small caps, and

so does the ASA. However, the ASA wants everyone to

be aware of the potential adverse consequences of the

new listing rules in the absence of substantial

amendment to current legislation, which prescribes

what companies need to do when raising equity from

retail, or small investors.

The substance of the new listing rule is to allow

companies with market capitalisations of less than

$300 million to raise up to 25% of their total equity

via a placement to selected investors, without any

requirement for participation from existing

shareholders on a pro-rata basis to their holdings.

Companies would be required to get shareholder

approval in any 12-month period to give the board the

ability to make such placements; however, only a

simple 50% majority is necessary. The proposed

listing rule also provides for a maximum discount of

the issue price of no more than 25% for the additional

10% above the existing 15% limit, which by the way,

has no maximum discount.

The ASA believes that the interests of its members

and those of SMSF trustees more broadly, are

preserved when companies raise capital through an

equitable pro-rata entitlement wherever possible. So

let’s try to understand why small shareholders and

SMSF trustees need to be concerned.

Understanding the impact on SMSFs

Small investors in a company need to recognise that

the proposed listing rule has the effect of significantly

degrading their property rights. We were all witness

to the highly discounted and dilutionary placements

to institutional investors during the Global Financial

Crisis (GFC), and these have been followed in recent

examples by Leighton Holdings, QBE Insurance,

Bank of Queensland and the Woolworths Notes,

which in the majority by-passed the small investors in

these companies. Such placements are made to

selected investors, which are typically institutional

clients of the investment bank mandated to manage

the capital raising, and to the exclusion of existing

shareholders.

The current and proposed new listing rules don’t

ensure that all existing shareholders have equal rights

to participate in a new placement of securities. The

current process is biased towards institutional

investors who can participate in a capital raising

timetable of less than one week.
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Why small investors are excluded

Prospectus preparation requirements and capital

raising provisions of the Corporations Act ensure that

the process for non-institutional investors (including

existing shareholders of an issuer) is costly and

involves a timetable of at least 28 days.

This extended time frame, it is argued by the business

community, causes uncertainty in raising capital and

therefore is used to justify the process for excluding

small investor participation in placements. That is,

why would a company wait at least 28 days and spend

months preparing a capital raising document for

small investors when you can go to selected

institutional investors and get your money in three

days.

What can be done?

The ASA needs support from all small investors as we

argue for an equitable solution for all shareholders.

We recommend that legislative amendment must

precede adoption of the new listing rule so that

existing shareholders are able to exercise pre-emptive

rights to acquire additional securities on a pro-rata

and renounceable basis. We think this can be

achieved if, amongst others:

The placement timetable to existing small

shareholders is accelerated to say 10 business

days; and

Directors confirm compliance with

continuous disclosure obligations by the

company, where all information that would

otherwise be required in an offer document

or prospectus to existing small investors is

confirmed to be in the market.

The value of capital proposed to be raised by the

small-cap companies under the new listing rule, say

25% of $200 million or a maximum of $50 million, is

less significant than that raised in recent times by the

larger corporations. Maintaining existing or index

weighting by institutional investors in small-cap

companies is not an issue as it is with the larger

corporations, because institutional mandates are

primarily focussed on companies at least in the

S&P/ASX 200 or S&P/ASX 300 indices, and they are

not generally focussed on small caps.

Why small investors need to be included

It is truer to argue that due to the risk-taking of

smaller shareholders in earlier stage capital raisings

in small-cap companies, that the weightings of such

investors must equitably be maintained.

Excluding small investors from a placement may be

highly punitive where we consider an example of an

investor who acquired shares in a small mining

exploration company for 10 cents, subsequently

increasing to 15 cents, but were then diluted through

a discounted placement at 11.25 cents (i.e. 25%

discount) to selected investors.

Then there is the issue of shareholder approval for the

12-month placement mandate by a simple majority of

50%. The new listing rule would now make it possible

to change control of the company by more than 50%

in less than two years, and even in any 12-month

period, it would be possible to substantially change

control through selective placements to “friendly”

investors.

Recommendations

In order to adequately protect small investor

interests, the ASA proposed that 12-month placement

mandates for special capital raisings are to be

approved by a special resolution of shareholders,

requiring a 75% majority, especially noting that

potential recipients of securities issued in a placement

are not excluded from a pre-approval vote in the first

place.

In concluding our submission, the ASA makes a

number of recommendations on behalf of small

investors, including:

The removal of onerous prospectus

provisions to allow participation of existing

small investors in a faster and more

cost-effective capital raising process;

The reduction in the ‘cut-off’ definition for

market capitalisation for ‘mid to small-caps’

under the new listing rule to no more than

$200 million, in order to more appropriately

capture the ‘true’ small-cap category only of

small mining and exploration, biosciences,

life sciences and other high technology
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companies; and

Disclosure of the name, quantum and

percentage of the top 10 beneficial holders of

securities issued under the placement, to

safeguard against abuse of positions of

exclusivity of insiders to placements.

The ASA supports the ASX initiative to improve

capital raisings for small-cap companies; however, in

a clearly defined category and through the

introduction of revised controls aimed at minimising

the destruction of value for the growing number of

SMSFs and small investors.

Vas Kolesnikoff is the CEO of the Australian

Shareholders’ Association.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice.

Anyone should, before acting, consider the

appropriateness of the information in regards to

their objectives, financial situation and needs and, if

necessary, seek professional advice.
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The week ahead

Australia

Wednesday 23 May: Skilled vacancies index (April)

Overseas

Tuesday 22 May: US Existing home sales (April)

Wednesday 23 May: US New home sales (April)

Thursday 24 May: US Durable goods orders (April)

Thursday 24 May: US PMI readings (May)

Company AGMs

Tuesday 22 May: Leighton Holdings (LEI)

Wednesday 23 May: Iluka Resources (ILU)

Wednesday 23 May: Petsec Energy (PSA)

Wednesday 23 May: Tap Oil (TAP)

Thursday 24 May: Aurora Oil & Gas (AUT)

Thursday 24 May: Spark Infrastructure (SKI)

Monday 28 May: Oz Minerals (OZL)

Half-year results

Tuesday 22 May: Graincorp (GNC)

Did you know?

You can find general information on exchange-traded funds (ETFs) in the Running Your Fund section of our

website. For more information on these products, read What's an exchange-traded fund? and How ETFs can

benefit your portfolio.
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